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Would patrons please ensure that mobile phones
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other electronic devices which may become audible
are switched off.
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Oebussy: Violin Sonata in G minor (1917)
(1862-1918)

Bloch: Violin Sonata No.1

(1920)

(1880-1959)

Interval - 20 minutes
Bloch: Baal Shem (1923)
Franck: Sonata in A for Violin and Piano
(1822-1890)
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Ernest Bloch
Jubilee Concert
Violin Sonata in G minor

Claude Debussy (1862-1918)
I-Allegro vivo
" - Intermede, fantasque et leger
'" - Finale: Tres anime
The Violin Sonata was Debussy's
final composition, though it had been
intended as the third in a series of six
instrumental sonatas, a project he began
in the first years of the First World War,
in 1915-17. The first two completed
were those for cello and piano, and flute,
viola and harp, while the Violin sonata
followed in March 1917. Debussy's
performance of it with Gaston Poulet in
September was to be his last public
appearance: he died in Paris in March
the following year, of cancer. Following
the early revolutionary Impressionism of
his opera Pelleas (1902) and famous
orchestral tone poem La Mer (1903-5)
Debussy's style in his later works took on
a more Modernist objectivity, even irony,
as shown in the piquant pointillism of the
central Intermezzo, marked 'Light and
fantastic'.
The outer movements abound in
mercurial shifts of energy and density,
wisps of melody alternating with
rhythmically incisive textures and
dynamic
fluctuations.
The
first
movement's elegiac opening soon gives
way to a more impassioned momentum,
the violin's main theme supported by
chords, reiterated with intensity. The
main theme is to return at the very outset
of the final movement, over the piano's
tremolo backcloth , where it is
transformed into an impulsive tapestry.
With its elusive fluid phrases, gestures
that begin and are abruptly interrupted,
the first movement inhabits a world of
searching
expressionism .
The
Intermezzo is infused with the spirit of

Pierrot,
and
similarly to the
Cello Sonata, there
is a playful quality
to the elfin tripping
textures, repeated
note and pizzicato gestures, and the
flitting wisps of sumptuous harmony.
Delicate humour tinged with nostalgia,
gives way to the more ecstatic and
dynamic momentum of the finale, which
erupts like a coiled spring unfurled, after
the cyclic allusion to the work's opening,
in the violin's spiralling themes and the
work's evanescent colours.
Malcolm Miller © 2009

Ernest Bloch was born in Geneva on
24 July 1880 and died in Portland,
Oregon, on 15 July 1959 - exactly fifty
years ago, to the day. And so it is entirely
appropriate that his life and work should
be celebrated this evening by the
performance of two of his most
magnificent works for violin and piano,
each comprising three movements, the
one (8aa! Shem Suite) having carved a
permanent niche in the Classical
repertoire, the other (Sonata No.1) no
less impressive, yet relatively unknown
- possibly because of the shockwaves it
never fails to produce, as much now as
when it was first heard nearly 90 years
ago.
Bloch's compositions fall into several
broad phases: unpublished oeuvres de
jeunesse
(1895-1900);
the first
European
period
(1901-1916),
culminating in the 'Jewish Cycle' (191216); works written successively in New
York (1917-20), Cleveland, Ohio (192025) and San Francisco (1925-30); the
second European period (1930-38); and
finally, the American West Coast period
(1939-59).

The violin was Bloch's instrument.
He started learning as · a child with
teachers in his native Geneva and
subsequently with Eugene Ysaye in
Brussels. His talent as a teenager was
such that he looked destined to become
a professional performer; but it was
Ysaye who encouraged him in the
direction of composition . As a student,
Bloch had been greatly influenced by the
music of Claude Oebussy and Cesar
Franck. Substantial affinities with the
music of these two composers (as well
as many other masters of that era)
remain apparent in several works written
by Bloch far into his early maturity.
However, the compositions to be heard
this evening show Bloch moving in two
rather different, though complementary,
stylistic directions: 'Neoromantic' and
'Jewish', respectively.
The Violin Sonata No.1 - the first of
Bloch's two essays in this form - was
composed between February and
November 1920, at a time when he was
relocating from New York to Cleveland.
He made reference to World War I when
explaining that the motivation behind this
'tormented ' work was 'the terrible war
and the terrible peace' that followed. And
in a letter written in November 1924 to
his friend Alfred Pochon , he described
this work as an evocation of 'the world
as it is: the frantic struggle of blind and
primordial forces'.
The first movement, Agitato, begins
with a violent, ritualistic motif on the
violin , combined with intricate crossrhythms in the piano, depicting the
'atmosphere of battle'. The second
subject provides a dream-like contrast,
after which the agitato mood returns. A
distinctive modal feature is Bloch's use
of motifs based upon an eight-note
scale, comprising the intervals of two
disjunctive minor tetrachords separated
by a semitone: A-B-C-O-Eb-F-Gb-Ab.
The second movement, Molto
quieto, was written after Bloch had read
a book about Tibet. (Although Bloch

never visited the Far East, its impact
upon his imagination finds expression in
several of his works.) The composer has
portrayed this movement as mournful
and restless at the beginning, leading to
a spectacular outburst of emotion which
then abates. The flowing cantilena is
interrupted by a striking passage of
tremolo pizzicato. In the piano part,
'chime' effects are produced by the
bitonality of the broken chords spread
across the two hands.
In Bloch's words, the last movement,
Moderato, is a barbaric march - a vision
of an angry, pitiless, primitive deity; bl t
at the end there is an atmosphere of
resignation, and then the acceptance of
peace. Originally, Bloch had intended to
end the sonata with a different finale; but
it was rejected on the grounds that its
colour was 'too Jewish' and therefore
incompatible with the two first two
movements. The significance of this is
that the Sonata No.1 , dedicated to the
American music critic Paul Rosenfeld ,
was the second of Bloch's works to have
been written after the 'Jewish Cycle' (the
first being the Viola Suite of 1919); and
the composer was especially eager in
the early 1920s to distance himself from
the Cycle, and establish a distinctively
new idiom for himself. It may also be
significant that Bela Bart6k, whose first
sonata for violin and piano appeared at
about the same time, felt a special
affinity for Bloch's sonata and performed
it in Europe with several violinists during
the early-mid 1920s.

INTERVAL- 20 minutes
Please check that your mobile phone
is switched off, especially if you used
it during the interval.

Bloch returned to Jewish music from
time to time during the mid- and late1920s with a number of smaller-scale
chamber works, somewhat intimate and
distinctly 'Ashkenazi' in melos and
atmosphere - very different from the

grand, biblical, Eastern Mediterranean
ethos of the 'Jewish Cycle'. The Baal
Shem Suite: Three Pictures of Chassidic
Life, written in 1923, and dedicated to
the memory of his mother Sophie who
had died two years earlier, was inspired
by two charismatic personalities:
First of all, Israel ben Eliezer of
Miedziboz, Poland (c.1698-c.1759),
better known as Israel Baal Shem Tov
(Heb. 'Master of the Good Name'), the
founder of modern Hassidism. This was
a mystical movement that arose in
Eastern Europe as a reaction against the
perceived rabbinical intellectualism of
traditional Jewish Orthodoxy in the 18th
century, and which placed great
emphasis upon song, dance and
ecstasy as channels for direct
communication with God. Although
Bloch came from a Western European
Jewish background, he was deeply
moved by a Hassidic Sabbath service
that he had been invited to attend on
New York's Lower East Side in 1918 an experience that was to have farreaching effects on his direction as a
composer.
His second source of inspiration was
the celebrated Swiss violinist Andre de
Ribaupierre (1893- 1955), who - during
the gestation period of the Suite - visited
the Cleveland Institute of Music, which
Bloch had founded in 1920 and which he
directed until his move to the San
Francisco Conservatoire in 1925.
Ribaupierre gave the first public
performance of the complete Suite at a
concert organized by the 'Council of
Jewish Women ' at Temple B'nai
Jeshurun in Cleveland on 6 February
1924. (An orchestral version was
produced by the composer in 1939.)
The first movement, entitled Vidui
(,Contrition'), was originally named
'Meditation'. It is a wordless prayer of
repentance, concluding with a typical
cadence in the traditional Eastern
Ashkenazi Ahava Rabba mode , known
more colloquially as Freigish.

The centrepiece of the Suite is
probably the best known among Bloch's
compositions for violin and piano and is
often performed as a self-standing solo
work. The composer originally called this
movement 'Rhapsody', but changed its
name to Nigun (,Improvisation'). This
Hebrew and Yiddish word means
literally, 'tune'; but in the Hassidic context
it refers to a genre of songs, usually
composed by tzaddikim ('holy men' ,
'saints'), the purpose of which is to
transport both performer and listener to
transcendental realms of spirituality.
Niggunim (pI.) could be either metrical or
non-metrical, and they were usually set
to non-semantic syllables (e.g. ya-ba-ba
at a slow pace, or biri-biri-bim-bom at a
fast tempo). Although in this movement
Bloch appears not to have quoted
directly or intentionally from Jewish
sources, the opening violin motif is
identical to a phrase from Ashkenazi
biblical cantillation; and one of the
prominent melodies in the middle section
bears a remarkable resemblance to Vos
ost du mit opgeton (,What have you
done to me?'), a traditional Yiddish
folksong (Frejlexs), quoted in Moshe
Beregovsky's Yevreiskiye Narodniye
Pesny ('Jewish Folk Songs' , Moscow,
1962).
The last movement, named after the
Festival of Simchas Torah ('Rejoicing in
the Law'), had earlier been given the
Yiddish title Yontef ('Holy Day', from the
Hebrew Yom Tov). This festival, which
comes at the end of the High Holy Day
season every Autumn, commemorates
the presentation of the Pentateuch by'
God to Moses on Mount Sinai. In the
Jewish calendar, it is the occasion on
which the chanting of the last portion of
Deuteronomy is immediately followed by
that of the first portion of Genesis, so
perpetuating the continuous cycle of
Torah cantillation, amid joyful celebration
and religious dancing. In the middle of
this lively finale , Bloch has deliberately
introduced the opening motifs of the
popular Yiddish song Di Mezhinke

Oisgegaybn ('The Youngest Daughter
Married Off') by the Polish composer
Mark Warshawsky (1848- 1907), tossed
back and forth between violin and piano.
All three movements reveal traits
typical of Bloch's music of the 1920s:
extremes of melancholy and ecstasy;
alternations - either gradual or abrupt of acute intensity and deep serenity; an
enormous spectrum of pitch and
dynamics; powerful rhythms contrasting
with passages of fluid recitative; and
fusions of tonality and modality.
Alexander Knapp © 2009

Sonata in A for Violin and Piano
Cesar Franck (1822- 1890)

I - Allegro Moderato
II - Allegro

III - Recitativo-Fantasia
IV - Allegretto poco mosso

Cesar Franck dedicated his violin
sonata to his fellow Belgium compatriot
and contemporary, the great violinist
Eugene Ysaye, as a wedding gift. It
embodies, in its broad four-movement
form , the late Romantic richness of
Franck's style, influenced by Wagnerian
chromaticism as also, despite its feeling
of free discourse, by the structural use of
a leitmotiv, or thematic transformation .
The violin's first theme, a short idea
announced in a mood of reverie and
calm , is the basis for the entire thematic
material of the work. As the mood
intensifies, the piano enters with a
passionate second theme, vividly
harmonised. There is Nocturne-like
surface to the short 'development'
section , with violin and piano in
contrapuntal dialogue. The recapitulation
resumes the earlier excitement. The
second movement almost bursts at the
seams with effulgence, the swirling piano
arpeggios and melody based again on
the initial motif, interjected with more
overt appearances of that theme. A
lyrical contrast and short 'stretto'-like
section then leads back to the first

section. The serene improvisatory third
movement has a rhapsodic sense of
freedom, in which a series of soliloquies
increases in tension toward the climax.
By contrast, the Finale, a rondo design,
resumes a more relaxed , even joyful
lyricism , whose main theme is again
based on the first idea of the work. With
gentle
interplay
between
the
instruments, a dramatic development
and ebullient coda, the movement brings
the work to an inspirited conclusion.
Malcolm Miller © 2009

Jack Liebeck - Violin
Born in 1980 in London , Jack
Liebeck began playing the violin at the
age of eight. From 1989- 1999 he
attended the Purcell School of Music
and then the Royal Academy of Music
where he studied with Professor Mateja
Marinkovic.
Since making his concerto debut
with the Halle Orchestra, Jack has
performed with many orchestras of
international repute including the Nieuw
Sinfonietta Amsterdam, Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic, London Philharmonic
Chamber,
Bournemouth
English
Symphony,
Lausanne
Chamber
Philharmonia and the Royal Scottish
National Orchestras. Jack has toured in
the UK and abroad with the Belgian
National, the English Chamber and the
Polish National Radio Symphony
Orchestras and has appeared under the
baton of many renowned conductors
including Martyn Brabbins , Gunter
Herbig , Alexander Lazarev, Sir Neville
Marriner, Sakari Oramo, Libor Pesek
Jukka Pekka Saraste, Yuri Simonov'
Leonard Slatkin , Bramwell Tovey and
Barry Wordsworth.
Jack is a committed chamber
musician and in 2002 made his
acclaimed London recital debut to a
sold-out Wigmore
Hall. Musical
collaborations
have
included
performances with Katya Apekisheva ,
Renaud and Gautier Capu90n , JUlius
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Drake, Bengt Forsberg , Lynn Harrell,
Angela Hewitt, Piers Lane, Christopher
Maltman, Leon MacCawley, Charles
Owen , Joan Rodgers, Jean-Yves
Thibaudet and Ashley Wass. Jack has
appeared at many major festivals
including Bath , Cheltenham, Harrogate,
Kuhmo, Montpellier, Montreux, Reims,
Spoleto and the Australian Festival of
Chamber Music. Jack is also the leader
of the Fibonacci Sequence chamber
ensemble.
Jack's debut recording for Quartz,
with pianist Katya Apekisheva, was
released in July 2004 to enormous
critical acclaim, receiving "CD of the
Week" in The Telegraph, "Strad
Selection" in the Strad Magazine, and a
Classical Brit Award nomination. He has
now signed an exclusive contract with
SONY Classical who have recently
released the Dvorak Concerto, Sonata
and Sonatina with Katya Apekisheva to
glowing reviews.
Recent performances include the
Mendelssohn Concerto with the
Indianapolis Symphony and Douglas
Boyd and the Magnus Lindberg concerto
with Orquesta Sinf6nica de Navarra in
Spain ,
the
Royal
Stockholm
Philharmonic and Oslo Philharmonic
orchestras , as well as a return to the
Australian Chamber Music Festival and
recitals in St Georges Hall Liverpool and
Symphony Hall Birmingham for the BBC,
London 's
Wigmore
Hall ,
Bath
International Festival and an acclaimed
recital in the Queen Elizabeth Hall.
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Engagements in 2008/9 include
Berg's Chamber Concerto with the
Manchester Camerata for the BBC ,
appearances with the Scottish Chamber
Royal
Philharmonic
Orchestra ,
Orchestra , Royal Scottish National
Orchestra and recitals in Copenhagen,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Wigmore Hall and
tours of Australia and New Zealand.
Jack is Artistic Director of Oxford
May Music Festival that had its highly
successful inaugural year in 2008.

Jack plays the 'Ex-Wilhelmj' J.B.
Guadagnini dated 1785.

Bengt Forsberg - Piano
Swedish pianist Bengt Forsberg
studied · at the Gothenburg College of
Music, majoring both in piano and organ.
As a soloist, chamber musician and
accompanist, Bengt Forsberg enjoys
promoting music by lesser-known
composers such as Medtner, Alkan and
Franz Schmidt as well as rarely-heard
music by more well-known figures such
as Faure, Sibelius and Franck. His
repertoire of both well-known and
unknown composers is wide and varied ,
and the running of his own Chamber
Music Society in Stockholm helps him
promote this music.
Together with Anne Sofie von Otter,
Bengt Forsberg has made recordings of
songs as diverse as Strauss, Korngold,
Stenhammar,
Schumann,
Weill ,
Chaminade and an award-winning
selection of Grieg, all on the Deutsche
Grammophon label.
Bengt Forsberg has also made
several highly praised recordings for
Hyperion with Swedish cellist Mats
Lidstrom as well as solo recordings of
piano music by Schubert and
Schumann , the late Romantic Swedish
composers as well as various chamber
music recordings .
Bengt Forsberg has travelled the
world for recital tours and chamber
music concerts, including a three concert
showcase at New York's Alice Tully Hall
for which he had the dual role of Artistic
Advisor and performer and as guest
artist for three consecutive years at the
Perth Chamber Music Festival in
Australia.
His solo engagements have included
Erich Wolfgang Korngold 's Piano
Concerto for the left hand alone
(composed for pianist Paul Wittgenstein)
and Nicolas Medtner's Piano Concerto

No. 2, both with the Royal Stockholm
Philharmonic Orchestra, Stravinsky's
Piano
Concerto
in
Gothenburg,
Bernstein's Symphony Nb. 2, Sinfonie
cevenole by d'lndy and Concertos by
Mozart and Martinu.

concert is paired with a piano and violin recital
by Jack Liebeck and Bengt Forsberg on 15
July (the actual anniversary of Bloch's death
in 1959). This will include Bloch 's riveting
Violin Sonata No.1 and the Baal Shem Suite,
along with music by Debussy and Cesar
Franck.

Bengt Forsberg has toured China
and , with Anne Sofie von Otter, made
major tours of Japan, North America
and Europe.

The IEBS has hosted pre-concert talks
at both these concerts . IEBS is working with
partner Bloch Societies in Switzerland (where
Bloch was born), in Agate Beach , Oregon in
the USA (where he died) and also with
partners in China, Israel and Japan, where
there is considerable interest in his works.

The International Ernest Bloch
Society and Jubilee Festival
Ernest Bloch was so admired in his
heyday that many considered him the fourth
'B' after Bach , Beethoven and Brahms. He
was one of the most original composers of the
20th century whose music, whilst intellectually
challenging , was accessible to a wide
audience.
An International Society celebrating
Ernest Bloch was launched in London in the
summer of 2008 to herald the 50th
anniversary in 2009 of the composer's death.
This Society revives the original one set up in
London and New York in 1937 which had
Albert Einstein as Hon. President and
included Sir Thomas Beecham , Sir John
Barbirolli , Sir Henry Wood , Bruno Waiter and
Ralph Vaughan Williams among its illustrious
Vice Presidents.
The new International Ernest Bloch
Society (IEBS) is proud to have Sir Charles
Mackerras as Hon. President, and the Hon.
Officers include contemporary conductors ,
composers, musicians and the heads of
music establishments the world over. The
Society is grateful to the Associated Board of
the Royal Schools of Music. Students will
have the opportunity to study Bloch's works
in the course of preparing for the Board's
exams in the coming years.
To mark the anniversary, musical
organisations large and small and performers
worldwide have been invited to include
Bloch's music in their programmes as part of
a grand Jubilee Festival.
In London two chamber concerts will be
presented at the Wig more Hall by the
International Ernest Bloch Society in
association with the Jewish Music Institute
whose Joint Presidents are Lady Solti and
Leopold de Rothschild CBE . This present

A performance of Bloch's only completed
opera Macbeth was mounted in March at the
Bloomsbury Theatre by University College
London Opera and two performances of
Bloch's Sacred Service were presented by
the Roehampton University Music Society in
February. Professor Malcolm Troup offers
lecture recitals on Bloch's piano works as well
as works for violin and piano in conjunction
with violinist Eugene Feigelson .
To invite Malcolm Troup to your Society
or Festival and to be included in this
International Festival if you are featuring
Bloch 's music this year, please contact
bloch@jmi.org.uk, and to see details of UK
events go to the Jewish Music Institute
website www.jmi.org .uk.
To find out more about, and to join , the
International Ernest Bloch Society, contact the
Ellison
Hon.
Secretary
J
Audrey
jaellison@btinternet.com
The two Wigmore Hall concerts are
supported by the Nordev Trust, and the John
S Cohen Foundation.

The Jewish Music Institute
The driving force for Jewish music in the UK:
informing , teaching, performing, inspiring .
Registered Charity No. 328228
The Jewish Music Institute is the leading
British organisation bringing Jewish music,
sacred and secular, from its ancient past,
right up to the present, within access of
everybody.
Based at SOAS, University of London ,
with its own artistic and academic policies ,
JMI supports the first full-time Jewish music

lectureship at a mainstream University. It has
created a Jewish Music library with recordings ,
manuscripts and scores available to musicians,
scholars , and the public. Six International
Conferences have brought 500 scholars from
around the world to share their research.
JMI embraces music of Jewish communities
of Ashkenazi , Sephardi and Oriental origin. It also
deals with the music of Israel and the Middle East
and has a section devoted to resurrecting the
music of the early 20th century that Hitler tried to
obliterate.
In its 25 years of work in education ,
perFormance and information , JMI has produced
ten pioneering month-long festivals in which
80 ,000 people have attended 675 concerts in
London 's major concert hall s and across the
country. It has commissioned new works and
presented many premieres . Many performing
groups have been established and won major
prizes in international competitions through the
opportunities for training and performing that JMI
has provided .
Highlights have included Bloch 's Sacred

Service in York Minster in 1990 and at St Paul's
Cathedral in 1995 conducted by Yehudi Menuhin ;
Kadish for Terezin by Ronald Senator at
Canterbury Cathedral and a Rothschild Soiree at
famous Rothschild homes.
Current projects include partnerships with the
Mayor of London, the Institute of Musical
Research and other cultural bodies in Paris ,
Vienna , Berlin and Schwerin . JMI will present
summer schools as part of the World Music
Summer School at SOAS that it helped to create ,
as well as in music of prayer across the spectrum
of Jewish worship .
The JMI Website gives the latest details of all
JMI activity and contains articles, pictures reports
and reviews on different aspects of Jewish Music.
You can also buy recorded music of all kinds from
JMD via the web , as well as find scores for
chamber and vocal ensembles. JMI can arrange
performance programmes for weddings , parties
and other celebrations.
Tel 020 8909 2445
e-mail jewishmusic@jmi.org .uk
Website www.jmi.org .uk

Ernest Bloch International Jubilee Festival 2009 - and beyond
As part of a worldwide celebration of Bloch's works commemorating the
50th Anniversary of his death, the International Ernest Bloch Society
(IEBS), re-launched in London in 2008, is promoting two special chamber
concerts at the Wigmore Hall: 20 April and 15 July 2009, with internationally
acclaimed Australian pianist Piers Lane as Artistic Director.
In this concert
This second recital on 15 July will be given by Jack Liebeck (violin) and
Bengt Forsberg (piano) performing Bloch's compelling Violin Sonata No. 1, the Baal Shem
Suite, and works by Debussy and Franck.
As in the first concert, Bloch's works are coupled with those of composers whom Bloch greatly
admired.
A pre-concert talk entitled "Einstein's Fiddle" will be held in the Bechstein Room of the
Wigmore Hall at 6:00pmgiven by Professor Brian Foster OBE FRS. Professor Foster and Jack
Liebeck co-direct the annual Oxford May Music Festival.
The two concerts are co-promoted by the IEBS together with the Jewish Music Institute (Joint
Presidents: Lady Solti and Leopold de Rothschild CBE), SOAS, University of London.
They are supported by the Nordev Trust and the John S Cohen Foundation
Ernest Bloch
Ernest Bloch was born on 24 July 1880 in Geneva and died on 15 July 1959 in Portland,
Oregon. He was so admired in his heyday that many considered him the fourth 'B' after Bach,
Beethoven and Brahms. He was one of the most original composers of the 20th century whose
music, whilst intellectually challenging, was accessible to a wide audience. His works were
regularly performed from the 1920s to the 1950s, particularly in the USA, UK aneJ Italy. Now,
as we approach the 50th Anniversary of his death, it is time to rejoice in the wide range of his
oeuvre and hear again the well known and lesser-known orchestral, choral, chamber,
instrumental, and vocal works.
www.ernestbloch.org

The Wigmore Hall Trust
36 Wigmore Street, London , W1 U 2BP
Registered Charity No. 1024838
Director: John Gilhooly
www. wigmore-hall. org. uk
Facilities for Disabled People
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Please contact House Management for full details
Wigmore Hall is a no smoking venue. No recording or photographic
equipment may be taken into the auditorium , nor used in any other part
of the Hall without the prior written permission of the Hall Management.
Wigmore Hall is equipped with a 'Loop' to help hearing aid users receive
clear sound without background noise. Patrons can use the facility by
switching their hearing aids over to 'T' . In accordance with the
requirements of City of Westminster, persons shall not be permitted to
stand or sit in any of the gangways intersecting the seating, or to sit in
any of the other gangways. If standing is permitted in the gangways at
the sides and rear of the seating, it shall be limited to the numbers
indicated in the notices exhibited in those positions.

